Lean Academy Specialist

About reLean
reLean is a Nordic and UK based management consultancy supporting companies to achieve operational
excellence. We are a professional organisation consisting of high performing people working together with a
shared vision of how we use our skills to help companies and society develop. Since the start in 2012, reLean has
helped many of the largest, as well as some of the most exciting fast growing, companies in our geographies to
achieve a step change in performance. We help our clients through three service lines, consulting, training and
executive search. The three service lines allows us with integrity to always find the right solution for our clients.

Lean Academy Specialist
reLean is looking to strengthen our team with several Lean Academy Specialists in Sweden and UK. For the right
person this is an opportunity to be part of building a fast growing management consultant firm. The position
provides opportunities for the individual to shape the role and the reLean Academy Programme as part of a large
international network of operational excellence experts. During the first 1,5 years, the Specialist will become an
accredited Lean Specialist through the reLean Academy. During this period, the Specialist will work with clients
80% of their time and spend 20% in the office for training, mentoring and knowledge creation to further develop
skills.
The Lean Academy Specialist is expected to take part of responsibility in projects as well as to be responsible for
own work streams. The main target is to create continuous improvements; financial and operational results in
factories or other units. In many projects it will be necessary to be stationed at client side. Therefor it is necessary
to be able to travel having this position. Viewed over time and in between transformations, Lean Academy
Specialists can be able to contribute within other areas such as manufacturing footprint, operational due
diligence and support the development of toolkit & methodology.

We are looking for exceptional people that want to make a difference
Candidates require ca 2 – 4 years of relevant work experience, preferably from a company respected for
excellence in operations and/or Lean having had some supervisory experience. Candidates are required to have
graduated with excellent results from a leading university, although alternative educational backgrounds can be
considered if combined with the right work experience.

Apply by sending your CV to Rebecca Byron Lohk at Rebecca.lohk@relean.se
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